ABSTRACT This paper investigates the optimal power minimization design of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer systems under non-linear energy harvesting (EH) model, where a multi-antenna hybrid access point (H-AP) simultaneously transmits information and power to multiple heterogeneous users, such as information-energy receivers (IERs), information receivers (IRs), and ERs. Power splitting (PS) receiver architecture is adopted at all IERs. In order to achieve green system design, an optimization problem is formulated to minimize the transmit power of H-AP subject to the required signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratios (SINRs) constraints at IERs and IRs, and the harvested energy constrains at IERs and ERs, by jointly optimizing the beamforming vector at H-AP and the PS ratios at IERs. Since the problem is nonconvex and the employ of the non-linear EH model makes it more difficult to solve, the semidefinite relaxation and variable substitutions are used to handle it. For some cases, we theoretically prove that the globe optimal solution can be guaranteed by using our method, and for rest cases, we discuss its optimality via simulations. Numerical results show that although the traditional linear EH model is feasible for the practical EH circuits in some cases, the corresponding system consumes more transmit power than that under the non-linear model EH. Moreover, the effects of the numbers of users, the required SINRs, and the harvested energy on the system transmit power are also discussed.
The second branch is the simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , where WPT and WIT are realized by transmitting information and energy over the identical/separated RF signals simultaneously.
SWIPT fully utilizes the feature of RF signals, i.e., RF signals carrying information and energy at the same time, so it has attracted increasing interests [17] [18] [19] [20] . In SWIPT systems, the user can be an energy receiver (ER) that only harvests energy from the received signals, or an information receiver (IR) that only decodes information from the received signals, or also an information-energy receiver (IER) that both decodes information and harvests energy from the same received signals. As information and energy cannot be extracted by the same circuit module, two practical IER receiver architectures were proposed in [17] , i.e., time switching (TS) architecture and power splitting (PS) architecture, for the IER. So far, both TS and PS have been widely investigated in various wireless communication systems, see [18] [19] [20] . In [18] , PS and TS receiver architectures were explored in cooperative relay SWIPT network, where a relay harvested energy from RF signals transmitted by a singleantenna source and then used the harvested energy to forward the information to its destination. In [19] , PS receiver architecture was studied in a multi-user SIMO downlink SWIPT system, where a single-antenna base station transmitted information to an IR and transferred energy to multiple ERs, and the system secrecy outage and secrecy capacity were investigated. In [20] , both TS and PS receiver architectures were discussed in SWIPT-enabled SISO system, where the interference among multiple single-antenna transmitterreceiver pairs were considered and the system ergodic rate was maximized. However, as single-antenna transmitter was considered, no beamforming technology was involved in above existing works.
As is known, multi-antenna technology can focus transmission signals on specific direction by employing the beamforming technology at transmitters, which is able to enhance not only energy transfer efficiency but also the information transmission efficiency. Therefore, some works began to study beamforming design in SWIPT systems, see [21] [22] [23] . In [21] and [22] , the transmit beamforming vectors were jointly optimized with power splitting ratios to minimize the total transmission power for MISO SWIPT systems, where both information and energy were allowed to be simultaneously received at IERs with the PS receiver architecture. In [23] , the joint information and energy transmit beamforming design was studied to maximize the weighted sum-power (harvested enegry) in a multi-user MISO broadcast SWIPT system, where both IRs and ERs were involved.
However, all existing works mentioned above studied the SWIPT/WPCN systems under the linear EH model, where it was assumed that the harvested energy could be linearly increased by increasing the input power of the received RF signals. In fact, the practical EH circuits usually show a nonlinear feature rather than the linear one due to their nonlinear components such as diodes or diodes connected to the transistor. Thus, a non-linear EH model was proposed by fitting over real measurement data based on a logistic function in [24] . Later, the SWIPT and WPCN system design on the practical non-linear EH model has been drawing increasing concerns, see [25] [26] [27] [28] . In [25] and [26] , joint power allocation and scheduling, and the robust beamforming design were respectively studied for multi-user SWIPT communication systems with multi-antenna transmitters under the non-linear EH model. In [27] , MIMO-WPCN system was investigated, where the joint time and power resource allocation was optimized under the non-linear EH model. In [28] , the rate-energy region of SWIPT for MIMO broadcasting was explored under the non-linear EH model.
The results obtained in [24] [25] [26] [27] showed that a substantial performance gain could be achieved if the resource allocation design is based on the non-linear EH model instead of the traditional linear one because of the mismatch between the linear EH model and the non-linear features of practical EH circuits. Nevertheless, all the aforementioned works on the non-linear EH model only investigated the WPCN systems, where the PS architecture was not involved. That is, in their works, no IERs was considered. Although in [29] , the nonlinear EH model was studied with the PS architecture in a SWIPT relay MIMO system, their considered non-linear EH model was a piecewise-linearly approximated one rather than the exact one presented in [24] .
In this paper, we focus on the optimal design of MISO SWIPT system with multiple heterogeneous users, where the non-linear EH model proposed in [24] is employed. In our considered system, a hybrid access point (H-AP) with multiple antennas simultaneously transmits information and power to multiple heterogeneous single-antenna users. That is, multiple IERs, IRs and ERs coexist in a single network system and they receive information and energy from the RF signals transmitted by the H-AP. The beamforming vectors at the H-AP and the power splitting ratios at IERs are jointly optimized subject to the required signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratios (SINR) at IERs and IRs, and the harvested power constrains at IERs and ERs. Besides, compared with existing works on MISO SWIPT systems, two more differences are emphasized as follows: 1) in some exiting works, see [21] [22] [23] , the linear EH model was adopted, whereas in our work, the non-linear EH model is considered in order to achieve the optimal design which is much closer to practical systems.
2) in all of the exiting works, they just considered the homogeneous users, which means only ERs, IRs or IERs were involved in their system models, see [25] [26] [27] . In contrast, in our system, heterogeneous users are considered, where multiple IERs, IRs and ERs coexist in a single system, which is a more general scenario.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
Firstly, to explore the system performance, an optimization problem is formulated to minimize the total transmit power of H-AP, which subjects to the required SINR constraints at IERs and IRs, and the harvested power constraints at IERs and ERs.
Secondly, since the problem is nonconvex and employing the non-linear EH model makes it more difficult to solve, the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) and variable substitutions are used to handle it. For some cases, we theoretically prove that the globe optimal solution can be guaranteed by using our method, and for rest cases, we discuss its optimality via simulations.
Thirdly, numerical results show that although the traditional linear EH model is feasible for the practical EH circuits in some cases, the corresponding designed system consumes more transmit power than that designed under the non-linear model EH. The required SINR at IRs has a greater impact on the transmit power of the H-AP compared to the required SINR at IERs. The harvested energy at IERs and ERs make a similar effect on the transmit power of the H-AP. The number of IRs has a larger effect on the transmit power of the H-AP compared to the number of IER. Further, when the number of antennas is small, the number of ERs has relatively small impact on the transmit power of the H-AP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. Section III presents the problem and solution. Some numerical results are provided in Section IV and finally, Section V concludes the paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a multiple heterogeneous users SWIPT system as shown in Fig. 1 , where a H-AP transmits information and energy to multiple users. Three different types of users, i.e., K IERs, M IRs and N ERs, are considered, where the k-th IER, m-th IR and n-th ER are denoted by IER k (k = 1, . . . , K ), IR m (m = 1, .., M ) and ER n (n = 1, . . . , N ), respectively. All users are assumed to be equipped with single antenna while the H-AP is equipped with N t ≥ 1 antennas and such a assumption is applicable to practical systems. For example, in WSN, sensor nodes are usually equipped with single antenna due to their limited sizes, while the sink node could be equipped with multiple antennas as the sink node is often with large enough size. PS receiver architecture is employed at IERs so that each IER is able to decode information and harvest energy from the received RF signals at the same time. The channel vectors from the H-AP to IER k, IR m and ER n are denoted as h k , f m , g n ∈ C N t ×1 , respectively. Block fading channel model is adopted. That is, all channels remain unchanged within each transmission block and change independently from one block to another, following Rayleigh distribution. The H-AP is assumed to know the perfect channel state information, so that transmit beamforming is available to achieve better system performance. In each time slot, the H-AP transmits information and energy to the heterogeneous users via its N t antennas.
A. RECEIVED SINR AND ENERGY AT IER k
PS receiver architecture is deployed at each IERs as depicted in Fig. 1 . Thus, the received RF signals are divided into two parts by a power splitter with ρ k , where the (1 − ρ k ) part is used for information decoding (ID). Denote the source symbol transmitted to user t as s t ∈ C, where s t ∼ CN(0, 1) and t = {k, m, n}. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that E{ s t 2 } = 1. E{·} is the statistical expectation. Let w k , u m , v n ∈ C N t ×1 be the beamforming vectors for IERs, IRs and ERs, respectively. The received RF signals transmitted from the H-AP for ID at IER k can be given by
where 0 < ρ k < 1 is the power splitting ratio, and n a,k ∼ CN(0, σ 2 a,k ) is the received additive white Gaussian noises (AWGN), σ 2 a,k denotes the receiver antenna noise power. n c,k ∼ CN(0, σ 2 c,k ) denotes the baseband AWGN caused by the RF band to baseband signal conversion and σ 2 c,k denotes the noise power. Correspondingly, the received SINR at IERs k can be expressed as
where
Meanwhile, the rest ρ k part is for EH, and the received RF signals for EH at IER k can be given by
Thus, the received RF power for EH at IER k is given by 
where n ir,m denotes the AWGN at IRs. And, the corresponding received SINR at IR m can be expressed as
where σ 2 ir,m is the variance of the AWGN n ir,m .
C. RECEIVED ENERGY AT ER n
ER only harvests energy from the received signals. The received RF signals from the H-AP at ER n can be give by
where n er,n denotes the AWGN at IRs. At the same time, the received power at ER n ignoring the power of n er,n can be expressed as
D. ENERGY HARVESTING MODEL
As mentioned previously in Section I, many existing works on RF-based EH adopted a linear EH model [18] [19] [20] , where the harvested energy P eh is modelled as a linear function of the input power P in , i.e., P (l) eh (P in ) = ηP in , where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 denotes the energy conversion efficiency.
However, recent works in [24] [25] [26] [27] stated that in practice, EH circuits show a non-linear EH feature, which is described by a logistic function w.r.t. P in as
where M , a constant, is maximum harvested power when the actual EH circuit reaches saturation. a and b are constants determined by EH circuit properties such as resistance, capacitance and diode turn-on voltage as defined in [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Therefore, we employ the non-linear EH model to investigate the joint SWIPT beamforming vectors at H-AP and the power splitting ratios at IERs in the multiple heterogeneous users SWIPT system, which shall be much closer to practical systems.
III. OPTIMAL SWIPT SYSTEM DESIGN A. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the considered heterogeneous multi-user SWIPT system with PS receiver architecture, we investigate the joint beamforming vectors and power splitting ratios to minimise the total transmit power, namely P t , of the H-AP. Let γ ier,k , Q ier,k , γ ir,m , Q er,n be the minimal required SINR threshold and the minimal required energy charging threshold at different users, respectively. The problem can be mathematically given by
Due to the coupled variables w k and ρ k in both constraints (10a) and (10b), as well as all the quadratic terms w.r.t w k , u m and v n , problem P 0 is nonconvex. Therefore, it cannot be directly by solved using traditional method. In the following subsection, we shall present an efficient solution method for it.
B. PROBLEM SOLUTION
To solve problem P 0 , we first handle the nonconvex constraints (10a), (10b) and (10c), (10d), and then transform it into a convex problem by applying SDR. Then, we discuss whether SDR is tight or not. That is, the global optimal solution can be achieved when SDR is tight. Otherwise, the global optimal solution may not be obtained.
The SINR constraints, i.e., (10a) for IERs and (10d) for IRs, can be, respectively, reexpressed as
and
Then, to deal with the harvested energy constraints, i.e., (10b) for IERs and (10e) for ERs, we first reformulate the non-linear EH function (9) as
Then, by defining E 0 P in (Q ier,k ) and F 0 P in (Q er,n ), the constraints (10b) and (10e) can be transformed into
respectively. By doing so, problem P 0 is equivalently rewritten as (11), (12), (14), (15) . (16) Nevertheless, problem P 1 is still nonconvex because of the quadratic terms w.r.t w k , u m and v n in the objective function and constraints. By defining the matrix variable X xx H , Y yy H , and according to the fact yXy = Tr(Xyy H ) = Tr(XY), where x and y are vectors, and Tr(·) is the trace of the matrix, problem P 1 can be reformulated to be problem P 2 equivalently, which is given by (17) , as shown at the bottom of this page. P 2 is also nonconvex due to the rankone constraints (17g).
Tr(V n ) s.t. (17a), (17c), (17b), (17d), (17e), (17f). (18) Therefore, we deal it with SDR [30] by dropping the rankone constraints (17g) of problem P 2 . As a result, problem P 2 is relaxed to be problem P 3 as expressed by (18) , which is a convex problem. Thus, it can be efficiently solved via some optimization tools such as CVX [31] . That is, the optimal solution {W k , U m , V n , ρ k } to P 3 can be achieved. However, the optimal solution to primal problem P 0 is {w k , u m , v n , ρ k } rather than {W k , U m , V n , ρ k }. It is noted that only when Rank(W k ) = 1, Rank(U m ) = 1 and Rank(V n ) = 1, the exact optimal solution, i.e., {w k , u m , v n , ρ k }, is recovered by the eigenvalue decomposition of W k , U m and V n , respectively. Otherwise, the approximate optimal solution is obtained by using the largest eigenvalue of W k , U m and V n , respectively.
C. GLOBAL OPTIMUM DISCUSSION
As described above, only when the rank-one constraints are satisfied, the global optimal solution to the primal problem P 0 can be guaranteed by solving problem P 3 . Therefore, we shall discuss the global optimum of our proposed solution method by analyzing the rank-one constraint situations of W k , U m and V n in terms of the following cases on the numbers of IERs, IRs and ERs. Proposition 1: For our considered system and proposed solution method, in the first four cases mentioned above, the rank-one constraints always hold. In other worlds, the global optimal solution to the primal problem P 0 in the first four cases can be guaranteed.
Proof: See Appendix A. Proposition 2: For our considered system and proposed solution method, in the fifth case mentioned above, there are
W k , U m and V n denote the optimal solution to problem P 3 . X k , Y m and Z n are the dual variables to the dual problem of P 3 . Particularly, when Rank(V n ) = 0, Rank(W k ) = 1 and Rank(U m ) = 1 hold. 1 Proof: See Appendix B. For the fifth case, when Rank(V n ) = 0, it is difficult to theoretically prove that Rank(W k ) = 1 and Rank(U m ) = 1, we discuss its optimality via some simulations in Section IV.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, some numerical results are presented to discuss the performance of the optimized heterogeneous multiuser SWIPT system.
In our simulations, unless otherwise specified, we set
c,k = 10 −5 W and σ 2 ir = 10 −5.5 W. To meet the practical EH requirement that ID and EH typically operate with the different power sensitivity, (i.e., -60dBm for ID, -10dBm for EH), the IERs and ERs are positioned relatively closer to the H-AP. Specifically, we randomly set the distances from the H-AP to IERs, IRs and ERs are within the regions of [15, 20] m, [20, 25] m and [10, 15] m, respectively. The path loss exponent is 2. For comparison, the system under the linear EH model is also simulated and the energy conversion efficiency η is set to be 0.5. For the non-linear EH model, we set M = 24mW, a = 150 and b = 0.014 provided by [27] .
Without loss of generality, we assume that all users have the same required SINR at IERs, i.e., γ ier,k = γ ier , the same required SINR at IR, i.e., γ ir,m = γ ir , the same required energy harvesting at IERs, i.e., Q ier,k = Q ier , and the same required energy harvesting at ERs, i.e., Q er,n = Q er . Fig. 2 shows the total transmit power P t at H-AP of the systems optimized under the non-linear and linear EH models vs. γ ier and γ ir , respectively, where Q ier = 10mW and Q er = 15mW. It can been seen that P t increases with the increment of γ ier and γ ir . The reason is that to meet the higher QoS requirement of IERs and IRs, more power has to be consumed. Moreover, the decreasing rate of P t w.r.t γ ir is larger than that w.r.t γ ier , which means that the required SINR γ ir at IRs has a greater impact on the total transmit power P t compared to the required SINR γ ier at IERs. Moreover, P t is optimized under the linear EH model subject to the constraints (17d) and (17e) in problem P 3 . That is, the linear EH model mismatched with the non-linear features of 1 Note that Rank(V n ) = 0 only means that the beamforming vector at the H-AP for ERs is zero, which does not mean the numbers of ERs is zero. It also indicates that in this case only with the optimized W k and U m , the EH requirements at ERs can be satisfied. practical circuits is adopted in the simulation. Besides, since the mismatch optimization of the beamforming vectors and power splitting ratios for the designed system with the linear EH model, P t achieved is larger than that designed with the non-linear EH model [25] . Fig. 3 plots the total transmit power P t at H-AP optimized under the two EH models respectively vs. γ ier with γ ir = 5dB and γ ir with γ ier = 5dB, where Q ier = 10mW and Q er = 15mW. As is observed, P t gradually increases with the increment of γ ier and the increase tends to be gentle. Comparably, P t also increases as γ ir increases but the increasing rate becomes larger. That indicates γ ir at IRs has a greater impact on P t compared to γ ier at IERs, which is consistent with Fig. 2 . Fig. 4(a) depicts the effects of Q ier and Q er on the total transmit power P t at H-AP designed under the two EH models, where γ ier = 5dB and γ ir = 10dB. It shows that for the system designed with the linear EH model, P t increases linearly as Q ier and Q er increase. For the system designed with the non-linear EH model, P t increases nonlinearly as Q ier and Q er increase and it has a saturated area on Q ier and Q er due to the non-linear EH circuit features. As the example shown in Fig. 4(a) , when Q ier and Q er are 24mW, the transmit power goes to infinite, because in our simulations we set M = 24mW. Moveover, there exists a intersection line L between the two curves associate with the non-linear and linear EH models. Fig. 4(b) shows the projection of Fig. 4(a) w.r.t Q ier and Q er . It can be seen that when Q ier and Q er are in the light blue region, P t optimised with the linear EH model is larger than that optimised with the non-linear one, which means that for practical EH circuits although the linear EH model is feasible, its optimized system consumes more transmit power P t . When Q ier and Q er are in the green region, although it is observed that the P t optimised with the nonlinear EH model is larger than that optimised with the linear one, in this case the linear EH model results in a false output, because the optimal beamforming vectors and power splitting ratios obtained under the linear EH model cannot satisfy the constraints (17a) and (17b). That is, when Q ier and Q er are in the green region, the linear EH model has no feasible solution. Similarly, when Q ier and Q er are in the pink region, the linear EH model also has no feasible solution, and in this case, the non-linear EH model is beyond its saturation region and also has no feasible solution. Fig. 5 plots the total transmit power P t at H-AP respectively vs. Q ier with Q er = 23mW and Q er with Q ier = 23mW under both EH models, where γ ier = 5dB and γ ir = 10dB. The results of P t show that Q ier and Q er have similar effects on the transmit power P t at the H-AP because there is little difference between their decreasing rates of P t , which is consistent with Fig. 4(a) . Fig. 6 compares the effect of N t on the transmit P t under both EH models with different number of ERs (N ), where K = 2 (IERs) and M = 2 (IRs). It can be seen that by deploying more antennas, P t can be reduced. However, the reduction rate is decreases with the increment of N t . Moreover, when the number of N t increases, the effect of the number of ERs N on the total transmit power P t becomes larger. Because Rank(V n ) = 0 when N t is relatively small, FIGURE 5. Total transmit power P t vs. Q ier with Q er ,n = 23mW, P t vs. Q er with Q ier ,n = 23mW. and Rank(V n ) ≤ N t when N t is relatively large as decribed in Proposition 1. Fig. 7 shows the total transmit power P t vs. the numbers of IERs and IRs (i.e., K and M ) under the two EH models, where VOLUME 5, 2017 the number of ER N = 3. It can be seen that by deploying less IERs and IRs, P t can be reduced since smaller SINR and the required harvesting energy constrains need to be satisfied for the problem. Moreover, the reduction rate of P t w.r.t K is less than that w.r.t M , which means that the number of IRs has a greater influence on the required transmit power P t than the number of IERs because of the relatively higher SINR requirements at IRs. Fig. 8 shows the total transmit power P t under the two EH models respectively vs. K (IERs) with M = 3 (IRs) and M (IRs) with K = 3 (IERs) for different N (ERs). It can be seen that the number of IRs M has a greater impact on P t than that of IERs K due to less P t consumption, which is consistent with Fig. 7 . For the impact of the number of ERs N on P t , the system performance gains can be obtained, but the gains decreases with the increase of K and M respectively. If N t is not too large and fixed, then the more IERs and IRs, the less power allocated to ERs, which coincides with Fig. 6 . Fig. 9 shows the SDR and optimal results of P t vs. γ ier with K = 2 (IERs) and M = 2 (IRs) for the different number of ERs N , where γ ir = 5dB. The SDR results are obtained by solving problem P 3 , and the optimal results are obtained by solving problem P 0 via substituting the optimal values achieved from P 3 (using maximal eigenvalue decomposition of W k , U m and V n ). It is observed that the optimal solution of problem P 3 matches that of the primal problem P 0 , which demonstrates that in the Case 5 described in subsection III-C, our proposed solution method also achieves the global optimum to the primal problem P 0 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the optimal power minimization design of SWIPT systems under non-linear EH model with multiple heterogeneous users such as IERs, IRs and ERs. In order to achieve green system design, an optimization problem was formulated to minimize the transmit power of H-AP subject to the SINR constraints at IERs and IRs, and the harvested energy constrains at IERs and ERs, by jointly optimizing the beamforming vector at H-AP and the power splitting ratios at IERs. Since the problem was nonconvex and the employ of the non-linear EH model made it more difficult to solve, SDR and variable substitutions were used to deal with it. For some cases, we theoretically proved that the globe optimal solution can be guaranteed by using our method, and for rest cases, we discussed its optimality via simulations as shown in Fig. 9 . Numerical results show that although the system designed with the traditional linear EH model is feasible for the practical EH circuits in some cases, it consumes more transmit power than that designed with the non-linear model EH. The required SINR at IRs has a greater impact on the transmit power of the H-AP compared to the required SINR at IERs. The harvested energy at IERs and ERs make a similar effect on the transmit power of the H-AP. The number of IRs has a larger effect on the transmit power of the H-AP compared to the number of IER. Moreover, when the number of antennas is small, the number of ERs has relatively small impact on the transmit power of the H-AP. by using (A.14). Finally, thanks to the constraint (17b) in problem P 3 , it can be achieved that U m = 0. Therefore, Rank(U m ) = 1 always holds.
For case 4, the proof steps are similar to case 3, we omit them here for simplicity.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
For case 5, let W k , U m and V n denote the optimal solution to problem P 3 . λ k , δ k , α m , β n , X k , Y m and Z n are the corresponding optimal solution to the dual problem of P 3 . Some related KKT conditions we consider in this proof are as following: I N t +
